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We theoretically demonstrate that a simple device consisting of an opaque gold layer with subwavelength
slits — the so-called surface plasmon interference device — is capable of transforming the far-field optical
power to the near-field one. Optimized slits yield a high conversion efficiency amounting to 45% in terms
of the near-field to far-field electric intensity ratio. With a single linear slit arrangement, a propagating
wave with a homogeneous field distribution is formed, attributed to surface plasmon polaritons based
on its polarization properties. On the other hand, with the slit arrangement supporting interference, it
is possible to obtain a standing wave with characteristic spatially modulated interference fringes and
spatially separate polarization components. A circular slit can be used for focusing the near-field, with
the possibility of obtaining a considerably enhanced field with respect to the excitation. We discuss
the implication of the enhanced near-field for the near-field excitation of photoluminescence with the
capability to bring a spatial resolution of the photoluminescence spectroscopy beyond the diffraction
limit.
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1. Introduction

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is an excellent
diagnostic tool for monitoring electronic transitions
in various physical systems. It offers a very good
spectral resolution down to units or tens of µeV, al-
lowing one to monitor, e.g., fine structure splitting
in quantum dots [1]. A temporal resolution allows
monitoring of most electronic transitions including
several ps dynamics of transition metal dichalco-
genides [2]. Photoluminescence spectroscopy is also
non-destructive, exerts a negligible influence on the
studied system, imposes no limitations on the stud-
ied specimen, and offers excellent sensitivity down
to individual photons due to spectral decoupling of
the response from the excitation [3]. However, the
spatial resolution of the photoluminescence spec-
troscopy is only mediocre, restricted by the diffrac-
tion limit to roughly half a wavelength of light (sev-
eral hundreds of nanometers). First, this is much
worse than the spatial resolution offered by both
electron microscopy [4] and scanning probe mi-
croscopy. Second, such spatial resolution is insuf-
ficient to study contemporary nanostructures and
nanomaterials, including, e.g., quantum dots [5],
metasurfaces [6], or individual parts of a transistor.

Fortunately, the diffraction limit is only a practi-
cal restriction, not a fundamental limit. Even its
existence in the far-field has been recently ques-
tioned with the discovery of superoscillations [7].
The near-field systems then offer numerous ap-
proaches to overcome the diffraction limit and fo-
cus the electromagnetic field to subwavelength (and,
in some cases, indeed deeply subwavelength) spots.
The light focusing beyond the diffraction limit has
been demonstrated, e.g., with surface plasmon po-
laritons (SPP), localized surface plasmons [8], or
hyperbolic meta-materials. For photoluminescence
spectroscopy with a high spatial resolution, it is
vital to excite and collect the luminescence in the
near-field.

One of the possible near-field sources is repre-
sented by a so-called surface plasmon interference
device (SPID). The SPID consists of an opaque
metallic layer with subwavelength slits acting as
sources of SPP. SPIDs have been utilized to study
the properties of SPP, including their wavelength,
phase, ultrafast dynamics, or ability to form vortex
structures [9–11]. In this contribution, we theoret-
ically examine the possibility of employing SPID
as a near-field excitation source for luminescence.
We evaluate and optimize the far-field to near-field
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conversion efficiency, demonstrate a truly near-field
character of the converted light, and discuss its po-
larization properties.

2. Theory

All simulations utilize a finite difference in time
domain (FDTD) approach implemented within
a photonic simulation tool Ansys Lumerical. The
simulation area has been discretized with a grid
step of 5 nm for 2D simulations and 10 nm for 3D
simulations. All simulations comprised three ma-
terials: semiinfinite silicon dioxide substrate, gold,
and air. Their dielectric functions were, respectively,
taken from [12], taken from [13], set to 1. The re-
sults are presented for the excitation wavelength of
633 nm, where the dielectric function of gold reads
εAu = −10.8755 + 0.844765i .

A typical simulation consisted of a plane wave
source positioned at the bottom of the simulated
area, a gold layer with subwavelength slits, and
monitors recording the distribution of the electro-
magnetic field. In the optimization of slit properties,
the thickness of the gold layer is varied in the range
of 100–750 nm, and the width of the slit is varied in
the range of 50–550 nm. For the other simulations,
optimized properties of the slit exhibiting maximum
transmission are used, i.e., the width of 310 nm and
the length (corresponding to the thickness of gold)
of 360 nm.

3. Results

3.1. Surface plasmon polariton

To understand and interpret the formation of the
near-field on a SPID, it is worth revisiting the prop-
erties of a surface plasmon polariton on a planar
air–gold interface. In our study, we will focus on
a specific photon energy of 1.96 eV (corresponding
to the wavelength of 633 nm). Naturally, the value
is inspired by the emission wavelength of tradi-
tional He–Ne lasers, which has translated into mod-
ern semiconductor-based substitutes. At the same
time, it is the high-energy limit for gold plasmonic
structures, whose properties deteriorate above 2 eV
due to the onset of interband transitions. Finally,
such photon energy is sufficient for the excitation
of photoluminescence of many important materials
and structures, such as silicon nanocrystals, GaAs
quantum dots, or transition metal dichalcogenides.

The derivation of the SPP properties can be
found in standard textbooks [14]. The propagation
wave number of SPP reads

β = k0

√
εAuεair
εAu + εair

, (1)

where k0 = 2π/λ is the free space wave number,
and εAu and εair are the dielectric functions of gold
and air, respectively. With λ = 633 nm, εAu =
−10.8755 + 0.844765i , and εair = 1, we retrieve the
SPP wavelength λSPP = 2π/Re(β) = 603 nm and

Fig. 1. SPP wavelength λSPP and field confine-
ment length from the side of air zair calculated for
a MIM heterostructure representing an infinite lin-
ear slit as a function of the slit width W .

its propagation length LSPP = 2/Im(β) = 49 µm.
Into the air, the electric field decays with the dis-
tance z from the interface as E = E0 exp(kzairz) with

kzmedium =
√
β2 − εmediumK2

0 ,

medium ∈ {air, Au}. (2)
The corresponding field confinement length reads
zair = 2/Re(kz) = 634 nm.

For the propagation of SPP through a narrow slit
of the width W , a model of metal–insulator–metal
(MIM) heterostructure is applicable. Following [14],
we found an implicit equation for the propagation
wave number β reading

tanh(kzairW/2) = −k
z
Auεair
kzairεAu

. (3)

The SPP wavelength and field confinement length
obtained by solving this equation are shown
in Fig. 1. For narrow slits, the wavelength is consid-
erably smaller than for a planar air–gold interface.

3.2. Optimization of single slit

A conversion of the incident plane wave to the
SPP through the subwavelength slits can result in
substantial power loss. It is thus important to opti-
mize the properties of the slit for maximum conver-
sion efficiency. A scheme of the optimization sim-
ulation is shown in Fig. 2a. The plane wave im-
pinges from the bottom (i.e., from the side of the
substrate) onto a gold layer of the thickness L with
a slit of the width W . We consider the slit of an in-
finite breadth (in the direction perpendicular to
Fig. 2a). This brings the benefits of a homogeneous
field distribution without diffraction effects from
the slit of a finite breadth and the possibility of
two-dimensional simulation with reduced complex-
ity. Figure 2b shows a field distribution for trans-
mission through the optimized slit (L = 360 nm,
W = 310 nm). We plot the out-of-plane compo-
nent not present in the incident plane wave. There-
fore, only the scattered field is visible. Gold blocks
the propagation of the field; it is therefore repre-
sented by white color. The field can be classified into
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Fig. 2. (a) A scheme of the simulation. A plane
wave impinges at the gold layer with a slit from the
bottom. SPPs propagate through a slit and at the
upper air–gold interface, as indicated by light green
arrows. The slit length L and widthW are indicated
by black arrows. The red point schematically repre-
sents a spot 5 µm away from the slit edge where
the SPP field is evaluated for the slit optimiza-
tion. (b) Electric field represented by a real part of
the out-of-plane (vertical) component for a trans-
mission through the optimized slit (L = 360 nm,
W = 310 nm). White area corresponds to gold.

three contributions: (i) the slit allows the transmis-
sion through the gold layer by means of a surface
wave attributed to SPP; (ii) SPPs also propagate
along both the upper and lower interface of gold;
(iii) the diffraction of the incident plane wave at
the bottom edges of the slits and the diffraction
of the slit SPP at the top edges of the slit result
in reflected and transmitted far-field wave, approx-
imately cylindrical.

To find the optimum parameters of the slit, we
set the near-field magnitude at the upper air–gold
as the figure of merit. To exclude the possible con-
tribution of the field diffracted at the slit, we moni-
tor the field 20 nm above the upper gold surface at
a distance of 5 µm away from the slit. We vary the
length and width of the slit in a reasonable range
of values. The width is kept under the wavelength
to exclude the transmission of the far-field through
a slit, while the bottom limit for length is set by the
need for the opacity of the gold layer, and the upper
limit is set well above the SPP wavelength to ob-
serve a full range of the interference effects. The field
is found to have a vectorial nature with the ratio of
the out-of-plane (OOP) component (perpendicular

Fig. 3. A magnitude of the electric field recorded
at the air–gold interface 5 µm away from the slit
edge for a range of slit widths and lengths. Red
dashed lines correspond to a constructive interfer-
ence condition.

to the gold surface) to the in-plane (IP) component
(parallel to the gold surface) ranging between 3.4
and 3.6. This confirms the attribution of the field
to SPP, for which the ratio of the OOP and IP elec-
tric intensities read X = |β/kz| = 3.3.

The magnitude of the field at the point of interest
is shown in Fig. 3. As the slit length is varied, clear
interference patterns are observed. The lengths cor-
responding to bright interference stripes Lmax are
described rather well by a common constructive in-
terference condition Lmax = mλSPP/2 + ∆R, which
is also displayed in Fig. 3 (red lines). Here, ∆R rep-
resents the phase accumulated at the reflections of
the SPP at the ends of the slit, and by fitting to
the maxima it is determined as ∆R ≈ λSPP/4. The
slit width influences the field magnitude mostly in-
directly by affecting the wavelength of interfering
SPP, with the effect being most prominent for the
widths below 100 nm. There is also some additional
effect manifested by a brightening for slit widths
around 300 nm, probably related to the bending
efficiency of SPP from the slit to the upper gold
surface. The optimum slit length and width corre-
sponding to the largest field are 360 nm and 310 nm,
respectively. The optimized slits will be utilized to
design realistic surface plasmon interference devices
that will be discussed in the following section.

3.3. Colinear and circular surface plasmon
interference device

We will now focus on two important arrange-
ments of SPID and their fields. They are both
formed by a gold layer with a thickness of 360 nm
(corresponding to the slit length) with a slit width
of 310 nm. For both, we utilized the same excita-
tion by a plane wave with a wavelength of 633 nm
and a linear polarization along the horizontal axis of
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Fig. 4. Colinear SPID: (a) Magnitude of the total
electric field at the height of 20 nm above the air–
gold interface. (b) Magnitudes of the total (black),
OOP (red), and IP (green) electric field along the
blue dashed line (parallel with the polarization of
the incident plane wave) shown in panel a. All field
magnitudes are normalized to the electric field of
the incident plane wave.

Figs. 4a and 5a. The first arrangement, a colinear
SPID, is composed of two parallel slits positioned
at opposite sides of a square with a side length of
10 µm, i.e., the slits are 10 µm broad and 10 µm
apart from each other. The second arrangement,
a circular SPID, is composed of a single circular
slit with a diameter of 10 µm.

Figure 4 shows the field formed at the colinear
SPID. We observe interference stripes correspond-
ing to the interference of two counterpropagating
plane waves, with the intensity modulated by the
diffraction at the slits of finite breadth (we reserve
the term length of the slit for the thickness of the
gold layer). The phase shift between the OOP and
IP components of SPP translates into the spatial
separation of the interference fringes for both com-
ponents. This unusual polarization characteristic al-
lows, for example, to perform polarization-resolved
measurements on a single SPID only by changing
the position of the detector. From the linear cross-
sections of the field distribution, we can estimate
the SPP wavelength by counting the bright stripes
at a certain range of coordinates. We find the dis-
tance between the first and last of 20 central bright
stripes, corresponding to 9.5λSPP, to be 5.813 µm,
yielding λSPP = 612 nm. This is not so far from
the expected value of 603 nm, with the discrepancy

Fig. 5. Circular SPID: (a) Magnitude of the total
electric field at the height of 20 nm above the air–
gold interface. (b) Magnitudes of the total (black),
OOP (red), and IP (green) electric field along the
blue dashed line (parallel with the polarization of
the incident plane wave) shown in panel a. All field
magnitudes are normalized to the electric field of
the incident plane wave.

assigned to the diffraction effects. Disregarding the
interference and diffraction effects, the magnitude
of the field is distributed rather homogeneously
over the whole SPID, and at the brightest spots,
it reaches about 70% of the incident electric field
magnitude.

A striking feature of the circular SPID, the field
of which is shown in Fig. 5, is the concentration
and enhancement of the field at the center of SPID,
where the OOP component is enhanced four times
with respect to the excitation and even the weaker
IP component reaches 80% of the excitation inten-
sity. Further, the intensity distribution is inhomoge-
neous, with bright spots concentrated in the bowtie
area parallel to the polarization. The orientation of
the bowtie can be controlled by incident polariza-
tion. In this way, we can excite different areas within
the SPID. Finally, the high symmetry of the circular
SPID results in circular interference fringes unper-
turbed by the diffraction.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that SPID is capable of
converting the far-field of the incident plane wave to
the near-field of SPP propagating along the SPID.
The near-field character of the transmitted wave is
corroborated by its polarization properties (in-plane
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to out-of-plane intensity ratio) and its wavelength,
both of which correspond very well to SPP on the
air–gold interface of the SPID. The conversion ef-
ficiency for one extended linear slit reaches up to
45% in terms of the electric near-field magnitude
related to the incident electric far-field magnitude.
Similar magnitudes are obtained for a SPID formed
by two colinear slits. By judiciously designed slit,
it is possible to achieve focusing and enhancement
directly in the near-field — a SPID with a circular
slit exhibits enhancement of the incident field by
a factor of 4. The standing waves formed by SPIDs
also exhibit a spatial separation of two polarization
components of the electric field. With all these prop-
erties, SPIDs represent efficient sources of near-field
electromagnetic power that can be used as an exci-
tation source for luminescence with subwavelength
spatial resolution, high intensity, and non-trivial po-
larization properties.
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